
Tech Mahindra and K2View Form Strategic Alliance to Accelerate
Digital Transformation for Enterprises
 

Partnership will enable access to real-time data via a single, secure,
seamless platform; reduce project costs by 60%

 

Dallas, New Delhi – June 25th, 2019: Tech Mahindra Ltd. a leading provider of digital transformation, consulting and business

reengineering services and solutions, today announced a strategic global alliance with K2View, Inc., a leading distributed data-

as-a-service platform, to help organizations accelerate and bridge digital transformation by giving enterprises real-time access

to their data, across silos, through a secure platform.
 

This integrated platform will help organizations accelerate their digital transformation, delivering a risk-free modernization path

to efficient, scalable, and new data-driven architectures. This platform can be built into an organization’s existing infrastructure,

with no downtime required to implement the technology.
 

Manish Vyas, President, Tech Mahindra, said, “As part of our TechMNxt charter, Tech Mahindra is committed to leverage

digital design-led technologies and solutions to disrupt and re-invent data driven approaches that solve real business problems

and meet the customer’s evolving needs for speed, lower cost and higher quality. Our strategic partnership with K2View is a

step in this direction, and will enable us to deliver a connected experience and tangible business value to our customers across

industries."
 

This platform has the potential to reduce project costs by 60% and ensures compliance with key data regulations including

CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) and GDPR (Global Data Protection Regulation).
 

Nick Lazzaro, CEO and board member, K2View, said, “Every industry and organization is on a digital transformation and IT

modernization journey, and the ones that rapidly move to data-driven architectures will be able to find competitive advantages

at virtually every level of the business. K2View’s strategic global alliance with Tech Mahindra provides customers with a clear

path towards accelerating that journey."
 

This Global Alliance is in line with Tech Mahindra’s TechMNxt charter, which focuses on leveraging next generation

technologies and solutions, like artificial intelligence, to disrupt and enable digital transformation, and to build and deliver

cutting-edge technology solutions and services to address real world problems and meet the customer’s evolving and dynamic

needs.
 

About K2View
 

K2View, a leading 360 Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) platform provider, provides a patented approach to rapidly bring together all

the valuable data scattered and trapped across an enterprise’s systems to create a real-time, holistic view of all of the data. The

platform accelerates transformations in customer experience, cloud enablement, operations, IT modernization, and risk and

compliance – including GDPR compliance. K2View’s vision is toenable every industry and every organization to quickly and

easily access and control all of their data. All the data you need. The way you need it.In weeks, not years. Learn more at
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http://www.k2view.com/


www.k2view.com and follow us at@k2view.
 

For more information on K2View, please contact:
 

Dominic Garcia, K2View
 

Email:dominic.garcia@k2view.com
 

For more information on Tech Mahindra, please contact:
 

Tuhina Pandey, Global Corporate Communications
 

Email:media.relations@techmahindra.com; Tuhina.Pandey@TechMahindra.com
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